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Abstract. 

In the static high pressure experiments, the multi -anvil type apparatus 

and the diamond anvil apparatus are widely used. The multi -anvil apparatus 

can generate uniform pressure in a fairly large volume, but its maximum 

pressure is quite low compared with that generated by diamond anvil 

apparatus. In order to raise the attainable pressure in the multi-anvil 

apparatus, we developed new high pressure technique using large size 

sintered diamond anvils. Pressure generation up to 18 GPa in the cubic 

anvil apparatus, up to 30 GPa in a Drickamer anvil type apparatus, and 

more than 23 GPa in a 6-8 two stage system were attained. Although 

some problems still remain, such as the occurrence of cracks in the anvils 

and blow out on release of pressure, thi s sintered diamond material is 

eminently suitable for use in the multi-anvil apparatus. 

Recently, the behavior of graphite under high pressure and room 

temperature condition has been one of the great interest. In the present 

study, by the optical observation using a diamond anvil apparatus, we 

clarified that when very thin single crystal graphite was compressed under 

quasi-hydrostatic condition, it transformed to a light transparent phase at 

18 GPa. In order to determine the structure of this high pressure phase, i11 

situ X- ray observation was carried out using the sintered diamond anvil 

apparatus. New diffraction peaks clearly observed under high pressure 

could be indexed as a hexagonal unit cell, and it became clear that hexagonal 

diamond (Lonsdaleite) was formed by the room temperature compression 

of graphite. The diffraction profiles from two different directions 

support the orientation relationship of the martensitic transformation 
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from graphite to hexagonal diamond. This hexagonal diamond has a 

large bulk modulus comparable to the cubic diamond and the transition 

pressure is very sensitive to the nature of the starting material as well as the 

nature of the pressure applied to the sample. 
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Die Entwick lung der Hoc hdrucktechni k mi t Sintcr-Diamant -A mlmsscn l iiHI die Stud ic libc r d ie 

Umwandlung von Graphil zu l-l cxagonai -Di amanl 

In stat ischen Hochdruckcxpcrimcnten wcrd cn in dcr Rege l Multi -Amh<>" -A pparaluren und 

Diamant-A mboss-ApparaiUrcn verwcndcl. Einc Multi -Amboss-Apparatur bnn gkichm;iss igen 

Druck in cinem relati v grossen Volumcn erzcugen. dcr maxi male Druck istjcdoch im Vc rglcich 

zu dcmmit ciner Diamant-A mboss-A pparaiUr crzcugtcn Druck rclati v nicdcr. li m den Druck 

in dcr Multi -Amboss-Apparatur zu crhtihen, cnt wickeltcn wir cine neue llochdrucktechn ik. bci 

dcr grosse Sintcr-Diamant-A mbossc vc rwcndct wc rdcn. Dahci konntcn in kuhischcn Amhoss

A pparaturcn bis zu 18 GPa, in Dri cbmcr-A mboss -A pparaturcn his 1.11 ~ () Gl'a 1111d in 6-X 

Zwci stul"cnsystcmen mchr als 2] GPa Druck crrcicht wcrden. Ohwohl nocll cinigc l'roblcmc 

ungelost blcihen, wic z.b. das Aul"trcten von Brlichcn in den Ambosscn uutl Explosioncn bci 

Druckvcrmindcrung. sind Sintcr-Diamantcn sc hr gut l"lir die Vcrwcndung in Multi -Amhoss

Apparaturcn gee igncl. 

In lctztcr Ze it stand das Vcrhalt cn von Graphiltnllcr hohcm Druck und hc i /. inlll1l' I'I L' 111pcratur 

im Mittelpunkt des lntcresscs. In diescr Studic vcrwendctcn wir cine Diamant -A mho"- Apparatur 

zur opti schcn Bcobachtung und stclltcn res t. dass cin schr dUnner Einkri st;tii -Grapllit. dcr unter 

quasi-hydros tati schcn Flcdingungcn gcprcsst w urdc. bci cincm Druck von I X GPa in cine 

transparcntc Phase cintral. Um die Struktur diescr Hoehdruckpllase / .U bcs tim<ncn. wurde cine 

in situ RontgcnstrahlenbcobachiUng unter Verwendung ciner Sintcr-Diama<ll -1\mboS\-Apparatur 

durchgeflihrt. Neue Dil"f"raktionsspitzcn. die unter llochdruckbcdingung cindcuti g bcobachtct 

wurclcn. konmcn als hexagonalc Gitter gcclcutct wcrdcn. Dam it wurdc klar. da" hci Kmnprcssion 

von Graphit bci Zimmertemperatur Hexagonal -Diamant (Lonsclalcit ) cntstehl. Dillr"'tionsrrolilc 

au s zwe i ve rschiedenen Ri chtungcn bcs t,iti g tcn den Charakter ciner n1:11·tel"itisckcn 

Transformati on von Graphit zu Hcxagonai -Diamanl. Ocr Hexagonal-Diamant hat cinen grosscn 

Volumcn Elastizitatsmoclul. cler mit dcm cines kubischen Diamanten verglcicllhar ist. Der 

Umwandlungsdruck ist sehr scnsibcl in hezug aur clas Ausgangsmatcrial u11d auf di e Probe 

ausgclibten Druck. 



CHAPTER 1. 

Development of the High Pressm·e Technology 

with Sintered Diamond Anvils 

1-1. Introduction. 

The stati c hi gh pressure technology is widely used in the fi eld or 

phys ics, chemi stry, mineralogy, geophysics, material sc ience, and so on. 

The progress or th e hi gh pressure technology such as an ex pansion or 

att ainabl e pressure reg ion or an enl argement or the sample vo lume have 

made a breakthrough or th e sc ientiri c rrontier in each fi eld . In the 

recent hi gh pressure experimen ts under the cond i ti on over 5 GPa reg ion, 

the multi -anvil type apparatu s and the diamond anvil ce ll arc widely used. 

The diamond anvil cell , which uses two single crystal diamonds as opposed 

anvil s, can generate more than I Mbar reg ion, although its sample vo lume 

is quite smal l ( ~t g order) . X -ray and vi sible li ght can pass through the 

anvil s, thus this diamond anvil ce ll is widely used for the various phys ical 

measurements. However, because of the limitation or the anvil size, the 

enl argement or the sample volume in thi s apparatus is very diiTicull. 

On the other hand , the multi -anvil apparatus has the advantage 

that it can generate uniform press ure in a fairly large volume compared 

with the diamond an vil ce ll . Thus a small furnace can be embedded in 

the pressure medium anclthe sample can be heated uniformly . Thi s apparatus 

is suitable for use not onl y in th e physica l measurements but also in th e 

synthes is or various materi als using high pressure and hi gh temperature 

conditions. However, the maximum pressure generated by the present 
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multi-anvil apparatus in common use is Jess than about 25 CPa, mainly 

because of the limitation of the hardness of the we alloy which is used as 

an anvil material. 

It has been thought that the use of a much harder material than we 

alloy such as sintered diamond mi ght rai se the upper limit of the 

pressure in the multi-anvil apparatus. Sintered diamond compacts, which 

is made from small powder diamond parti c les and binding metal s, have 

high compressive strength, and in future, large size com pacts com parable 

to the we anvils currently used will be available. Hence , by applying the 

sintered diamond to the multi-anvil system, much higher pressure is hope 

to be generated without the red uction of the sample volume. 

First attempt to use a sintered diamond as an anvil material was made 

by Bundy et al. [1975]. They applied small size syntheti c sintered 

diamond to the Drickamer type an vi I apparatus, and reported that more 

than 50 CPa could be generated although the top area or the anvil was 

very small (0.6mm<jl ). ( In thi s experiment, generated pressure was 

estimated by the measurement of electrical res istance jump in Pe-Y alloy 

caused by the phase tran si tion, and recent experiment made it c lear 

that thi s pressure value wa s overestimated [Endo et al., 19H7 J ). This 

sintered diamond project was developed by Japanese group in Osaka University 

[Endo and Tto,J982, Endo et ai.,J985], and using small opposed anvils 

embedded in a large cubic pressure medium (6-2 type apparatus), 

pressure generation up to 60 CPa was confirmed by in situ X-ray 

observation of th e lattice constant or gold and NaeJ I Utsumi et al., 19861 . 

Moreover, they used sintered diamond in the 6-8 two sta ge multi -anvil 

apparatu s, and more than 30 CPa was generated [Endo et al., J9 8TJ. A 

similar experim ent was also carri ed out by Ohtani et al. 11 989 J. and 
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40 CPa was reached. Although these experimen ts wen; C<I ITicd out 

at room temperature conditi on and the sample chambers we re quite 

sma ll compared with th e current we multi-an v il appar;1tu s, th e basic 

capab ility or sintcrcd diamond for high pressure gene rati on was 

confirmed by these result s. Therefore, the next step is to generat e higher 

pressure by applying larger size sintcrcd diamond anvils to the multi -anv il 

apparatus. Our purpose in the present paper is to enlarge the sampl e 

volume from the very small one attained by th e sintcrcd diamond anvil in 

the prev ious studies to that attained by the we an v il apparatu s currently 

used. Moreover, we al so aim to deve lop the technique for the generation 

of simultaneous high pressure and high temperature usin g sintered 

diamond anvil. 

The high qualit y sintcred diamond compacts suitabl e for th e hi gh 

pressure generation could not be obtained eas il y for a long time. Thus 

those who wanted to usc sintcrcd diamond anvil must have n1adc si ntercd 

diamond compacts by them se l ves . However, due to the recent deve lopments 

in high pressure technology, nowadays, fairly large si1.c sintcrcd diamond 

compacts can be obtained from several companies . We t ri cd to carry 

out hi gh pressure experiments by applying this sintcrcd diamond compact 

to th e D!A apparatus (one or the cubic anvil type apparatus), th e Drickam er 

type apparatus, and the 6-8 two stage apparatus. In th e following 

sec tion, we will first desc ribe the property or the sintered di amond 

compacts and the machining process to the anvil shape, and subsequentl y, 

the detail of the pressure gencrat.ion using sintcrccl diamond anvils in each 

high pressure apparatus will be described. Moreover, in the sec tion or 

D! A apparatus, a new D!A apparatus named MAX90 w hi ch was 

constructed for the in situ X-ray observation using synchrotron 
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radiat ion under hi gh pressure and high tempe ratu re condit ion is also 

descri bed. 

1-2. Anvil material 

The compacts o l· pol yc rystalline diamond , w hi ch i s kno wn as 

carbonado, have been round from natural resources I Trucb ct al. 19691. 

Thi s materi al is thought to have been produced under the cond iti on in which 

di amond is not stabl e therm odynamica ll y. On the other hand , synthes is or 

thi s carbonado type materi al in the industrial process is ordinary made hy 

th e sintcrin g o f powder diamond under high pressure and hi gh temperature 

conditi on w ith the help or some binding matcri alll-lall , 1970, Kat 1.man and 

Libby. 197 1.1. A s a binding materi al , several kind s or metal , such as Co, Ni , 

Si , arc used. In the case o r si ntcrin g using Co binder, dianmnd powder 

(parti c le size is from I to I 00 micron) arc packed in the hole or a WC-Co 

rin g. A t high temperature and hi gh pressure in th e diamond stabl e 

region ( 1500 °C, 6GPa), molten cobalt extrudes from the rin g, penetrates 

into th e gap between diamond parti c les, and eventuall y cements th em 

close ly by the liquid phase sintcring process. Formation or di rec t di amond

di amond bonding i s form ed by thi s sintcrin g process, but 11ot eve ry 

commerciall y supplied compact have the pcrrcc t direc t bondings. 

Becau se thi s di amond sintcrin g needs a lot o r knowhow and very 

high technology , the size o f the sintcrcd diamond compac t was ve ry limited 

and it s qu alit y was not surl'i c icnt ror the anv il usc for a long tim e. 

However, due to the deve lopment or high pressure technology, recentl y, 

severa l companies suppl y vari ous kin ds of sintcrcd di amond compacts ror 
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the use of machining tools. We obtained these sintered diamond compacts 

and checked their quality, price, ancl suitability for anvil shape. The 

material we have chosen in the present study is SYN DIE 15151 from De 

Beers company. The reason we have chosen this among the compacts 

supplied from several companies is as follows; (I) This is the largest one 

which is commercially available at present. (2) This sintcrcd diamond 

compact is surrounded by a steel ring, and it can be removed easily. 

The sintered diamond compacts supplied from other companies arc 

supported by tungsten carbide ring. The latter ones were easily cracked at 

edges near the boundary of diamond and tungsten carbide in a cutting 

process. This crack was probably caused by the thermal stress arisen 

from the difference of thermal expansion coefficient between diamond 

and tungsten carbide. The supplied SYNDTE 15151, which is originally 

sold as a wire making tool, is 15 mm in height and 15 nmH!l in diameter. 

This compact is made from fairly large size diamond particles (70 micron) 

with cobalt metal as 

weight%). 

a binding material (Cobalt content is about 15 

Fig.l-1 and Fig.l-2 show the sinterecl diamond anvils for the DIA 

apparatus and 6-8 two stage apparatus, respectively. To fashion the 

anvils into the proper shapes, an electro-discharge method and grinding by 

a diamond wheel were used. The anvil for the DIA apparatus is 15 mm in 

diameter, 15 mm in height and the top area of the anvil is 4 mm * 4 mm 

or 3 mm * 3 mm. In the 6-8 apparatus, a cube shaped anvil with a edge 

length of 9.5 mm was used, and the truncation edge length of the anvil 

was 2.0 mm. The accuracy of the square size of anvil top is less than 

0.05 mm, and the perpendicularity of each plane is within 0.0 I de g. The 

size of these sintered diamond anvils are quite large compared with 
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Fig. I-I 
Sintered diamond anvil for the DIA apparatus. 

'I I I I I lj I 11/flllljll/1 I /111f1111/lllllllll/llll\il\l\llll I II II I I I I I I I 
40 5.0 60 70 - 80 ,... 9 ,0 \ 

Fig.l-2 
Sintered diamond anvils for 6-8 two stage apparatus. 
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those used in the prev ious studies, thu s a much larger sampk volume can 

be compressed. 

l-3. Pressure generation with the DIA type apparatus. 

Among the seve ral multi-anvil type appa ratu s, the DIA 

apparatus , w hi ch is one o r the cubi c anvil type sys tems, i s th e most 

suitabl e for in situ X-ray observati on [ Inoue and Asada, 107:\ 1. 

M AX80, whi ch was installed in th e National Laboratory ror lli gh Energy 

Physics (KEK), Tsukuba, for the purpose or X-ray clillraction study using 

synchrotron radiation , has thi s DIA type high pressure vesse l I Shimom ura 

et al. , 1985 1. Combining the D IA type hi gh pressure ;1pparatu s w ith 

powcrrui synchro tron X-ray source, there have been perrornll.:d va ri ous 

kind of experimen ts in many ri elds and a lot of interestin g resu lts have been 

presented by this MAX80 system IKikcgawa ct al. , 10801. In order to 

make a further development of hi gh pressure and hi gh temperature 

ex periments w ith synchrotron radiation, we des igned and install ed a new 

DIA apparatus named MAX90. 

A) MAX90: A new DIA apparatu s with sintcrcd diamond anvils for 

synchrotron radiation usc. 

MAX80, a hi gh temperature and hi gh pressure apparatus 

dedicated to synch rotron rad iati on usc at the Photon f-ac tory (PF) in 
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KEK, was instal led in 1980. At first, MAX80 was operated at the bending 

magnet beam line, but later it moved to the hi gh fi eld wigg ler bea1n line of 

BLJ4 where X-ray energy up to 100 keY can be usccl. In J<JUJ, it was 

replaced to th e beam line AR-NE5 of the Accumulation Ring (/\R). For 

the synchrotron radiation ex periments, AR is operated w ith 6.5 GcY and 

hi gh energy X-ray up to 130 keY can be used. There have been 

perform ed va riou s kind of ex periments in man y fields and a lo t or 

interesting results have been presented. 

Similar type apparatus have been installed in the other synchrotron 

radiation facilities , such as Nat ional Synchrotron Light Source at Brook 

Haven (U.S.A.), or Hamburg Synchrotron Laboratory (I-1/\SY LAB, 

Germany). Thu s, we intended to make a further development or hi gh 

pressure and high temperature experiments w ith SR by usi ng sint cred 

diamond anvils instead of we anvils. 

A newly constructed system, named MAX90, consists of a cubic type 

hi gh pressure vessel, a 350 ton press , a 4-axcs stage, a goniometer, a 

base and data collection and mach ine contro l system. Fi g.l -3 and 1-4 

arc total view and conceptual des ign of MAX90, respectively. 

High pressure vessel is a cubi c anvil type (DI/\10 by Kobe Steel 

Co.), which is the same as in MAX80. This D!A I 0 vesse l 1s fairly large 

for the ordinary use of the we anvils with truncation size o r 3 to 6 

mm. However, for h igher pressure generation w ith sintered cliamoncl 

anvils, hi gh rigidity of the vesse l is needed. Thus we acloptecl DIA I 0 type 

vessel. Thi s is full compatibl e to MAX80, where two stage type system 

is also operated. 

A thrust of 100 ton is needed to generate 10 CPa w ith 4 n1111 anvil 
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Fig.l-3 
Total view of the MAX90 system. 
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moving pla1e 

Cub;~ type vessel 
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Fig. 1-4 
Conceptional design of MAX90. It consists of cubic anvil type high 
pressure vessel, 350 ton press, 4-axes stage, goniometer with two axes 
stage and base. 
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accord ing to th e experi ence of M AX80. A rou gh ex tra polati on or 

th is relati on to 20 GPa reaches th e tonnage o f 200 to :1 00 ton. Thus th e 

thru st o f the pres s is determin ed to be 350 ton. Thi s si1.e is small er than 

M AX80, which is 500 ton. The reducti on in thrust helps to reduce the 

total we ight o f the sys tem. The hi gh oil pressure operati on is controlled 

by a plunger type oil pump to 500 kg/c m2 w hich corresponds to :150 ton. 

Thi s plunger type pump enables to control the oil pressure smoothl y not 

onl y in the pressure increase process but al so in th e dec reas ing process. 

The :150 ton press is fi xed on a 4-axcs stage. Thi s stage can adjust the 

press in X , Y , Z direction and rotation around Z axis. These motions arc 

ex ternall y eontrollcd by pul se motors with the accuracy or 0.01 mm. The 

goniometer is a large size single ax is type and a handy pure ge rmanium 

type SSD is attached on the goni ometer arm. The opti cal system consists or 

incident slit s, a rece iv ing co llim ator and rece iv ing slit s. The goniometer 

stand and 4-axes stage arc pl aced on the base whi ch can adjust the height 

and rotati on. Total we ight of the sys tem is about 8 ton, the height is :1 m 

and 2.5 m * 2.5 m in plane. 

T emperature is controll ed by an AC po we r suppl y w ith po wer 

control mode. A thermocouple is used to measure the sample temperature, 

but sometim es we encounter therm ocouple troubl es such as th e breaking 

ofT or it s instabilit y by the chemica l reac tion with other material in th e ce ll. 

( In such cases, th e sampl e temperature should be es timat ed by an 

es tabli shed power vs . temperature relation .) Thu s, the powe r control 

meth od is safer th an the temperature reed back control by th ermocoupl e. 

M AX90 sys tem is operat ed at B L I 3 or B L 14 on the J'Joor or 

Photon Factory. At BLI 3, which is a 27 poles Multi -pol e w iggler line, the 

max imum intensit y is located at 25 ke Y and usable energy ra nge is I 0 to 
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60 kcV. At BLI4, the maximum intensit y is at :15 kcV and usable range is 

15 10 JOOkcV. The di!Tercnce in beam profile at two beam lines indicates 

th at it is suitabl e to adopt the di!Tcrcnl diffraction methods at each beam 

line. An energy dispersive meth od usi ng hi gh energy whit <: X-ray is 

favorable at BLI4. On th e oth er hand , an angle dispcrsiv..: m<:thod 1s 

preferable at BL I :l because o r high J'Ju x density in the cn..:rgy range of 15 

to 40 kcV. In th is paper, all experi men ts were carri ed out hy energy 

dispersive method. Angle dispersive method in thi s system is now in 

progress [Kikegawa ct a!., private communication 1. 

B) High pressure generation. 

The present experiments were carried ou t using MAXXO, MAX'JO, and 

the DIA type apparatus installed. in the Institut e for So lid State Physics, 

Uni v. o f Tokyo. 

A design or the cubi c anvil w ith sintcrcd diamond for MAX'JO is 

shown in Fig. 1-5 . Th e left is th e original design made or tun gs ten 

ca rbide , which has been used for MAX80. The top part of tun gsten ca rbide 

is replaced with sintcrcd diamond. Outside dimension is the same for the 

compatibilit y. So far, we have tested the sintcrcd anvils w ith th e top area 

of 3*3 mm 2 and 4*4 mm 2
• Fig.l-6 is a typical ce ll assembly Cor hi gh 

pressure generati on using sintcred di amond anvils wi th a trun cation or 

3 mm. In this apparatus , the se lection or a suitable mat erial for the 

pressure transmillin g medium is a ve ry important factor. We repeated th e 

pressure generation tests using three dif'fcrent types o f pressure medium; a 

mixture of amorph ous boron and epoxy res in (4 : I by we ight), a mixture of 
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sintered diamond 

Fig.l -5 
Comparison of designs of cubic anvil with tungsten carbide (left) and with 
sintered diamond (right). 
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Fig.l-6 
Typical cell assembly for the DIA apparatus. (a) sintered diamond anv il with 
truncation of 3 mm (b) pressure medium (c) sleeve made of a mixture of 
boron and water glass (d) graphite furnace (e) sample chamber (f) 
thermocouple (g) alumina rube (h) end plug (i) gold electrode 
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boron, mica and epoxy resin, and semi-sintered MgO. The initial size of the 

cube in each case was 5 mm in edge length. In all the ex periments, 

pyrophyllite pre-rorrned gaskets were used. 

Fig. 1-7 shows the pressure generation versus the appl icd load. 

Pressure was determined by X-ray observation or the lattice constant of 

Nael placed in the sample chamber. Before the experiments, we anticipated 

that mica added to the pressure medium was surficicntly sort that it could 

prevent the occurrence or anvil cracking at high pressure. In the 

experiments, however, it was so soft that the efficiency of the pressure 

generation was reduced significantly. Moreover, since the now of the 

gasket was very large, at 14 GPa, the gasket became very thin (less than 

0.05 mm). Thus, further compression was not possible. On the other 

hand, when a mixture of boron . and epoxy resin or MgO were used, 

pressure increased smoothly as a runction of applied load, and pressures up 

to 18 GPa were generated. This pressure value is much higher than 12.5 

GPa, so far generated by MAX80 using we anvils with a truncation of 

3 mm [Akimoto et al., 1987]. 

Further compression was applied in an attempt to reach higher 

pressure, but a sharp noise caused by the occurrence of an anvil crack was 

heard during the compression, and we had to stop increasing pressure. 

The crack started nearly at the center of the anvil and it ran all the way to 

the bottom. This situation is quite different from that of we anvils. In 

case of cracked we anvils, plastic deformation of the anvil around the top 

area is always observed, and sometimes the crack confined to the top 

area. On the other hand, for sintered diamond anvils, no plastic deformation 

is observed even in cracked anvils. Fig.l-8 is an optical microscopic 

image of the crack observed in the surface of a sintered diamond anvil. The 
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Fig.J-8 
Optical microscopic image of a crack in a sintered diamond an vi I 
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wh ite part is a diamond particl e, and the average grain size is about 70 

microns. The black part is the coba lt metal binder. Tile crack docs not run 

in th e grain boundaries but run s direc tly through the dianH111d parti cles. 

This fact stron gly indicat es that tile crack was not caused by 

incomp lete sintc ring of th e material. All cracks occur suddenl y wit hout 

any deformation of the anvil top. Thus one may expect that pressu ri zation 

could con tinue even after an anvil cracks. Unfortunately, when an 

attempt was made to generate hi gher pressures usin g cra cked anvils, 

additional cracks was developed, and the complete breakdown of the anvi l 

resulted. Thus we could not use the cracked anvil repeated ly. The 

generat ed pressure in the present apparatus is therefore limit ed by the 

first occurrence of an anvil crack. 

Generally, it is cons idered that the knoop hardness and the 

compressive strength of the sintercd diamond arc much hi gher th an those or 

we. However, it s transverse rupture strength is Cll lllpa rahl c or 

sometim es weaker than that or we. One or the reasons for the 

occurrence of cracks is thi s weak transverse rupture strength. Sint crcd 

diamond with fine particle diamond is considered to have higher transverse 

rupture strength. Thu s, by using thi s fin e parti cle sintercd diamond , it is 

hoped that much higher pressure can be generated . Very recentl y, thi s 

type o f sinterecl diamond has been commercially available. We made a 

preliminary test by using Bridgeman anvil with sintcrcd diamond made 

from large particle size diamond and small particle one. It became clear 

th at the anvil made of parti cle size of 25 micron can generate the 

pressure above 23 GPa, while th e one made of large parti cle di amond 

can generate only less than 18 GPa [Taniguchi , in private communica tion j. 

We are now preparin g experiments usi ng thi s sint ercd diamond in 
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MAX90. 

Another problem is the occurrence of blow outs during the release 

of pressure. When a mixture of boron and epoxy resin was used as a 

pressure medium, because of its large internal friction, thc internal 

pressure did not decrease smoothly during the release of applied load. 

This caused blow outs during the release of pressure. When thc generatcd 

pressure became higher, the energy of the blow out also became larger, 

and sometimes it resulted in the destruction of all the anvils. A lot or 

efforts have been made to find a suitable material for the pressure 

medium and pre-formed gaskets. I Iowever, a perrect material which can 

prevent blow outs and also generate extremely high pressure without anvil 

cracking has not been found yet. 

C) High temperature generation. 

For high temperature generation, before the experiment, we had 

been afraid that because or the high electrical resistance or the sintered 

diamond anvils, we could not use the anvil directly as an electrode ror 

supplying electrical current to the inner furnace. However, it became 

clear that the resistance of the anvil was much smaller than we had 

expected. The electrical resistance or each anvil under the experimental 

conditions is about 15 mohm, while the inner graphite furnace is RO mohm. 

When electric current is supplied through the anvils, the anvil itselr has a 

Joule heating. However, because of the large thermal conductivity, the 

increase of the temperature of the anvil is not so high. rig.l-9 shows the 

temperature of the center or the inner furnace and the surface of the 
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anvil top against the supplied power (pressure medi um: boron and epoxy 

resin). When the temperature ol· the sample area was more than 1000 °C, 

the surracc or th e anv il top was about I 00 oc. Therefore, it I1L:came c lear 

that when th e inner f'urnace is a fairl y high electrical res istan ce material 

such as graphite, the sintc red diamond an v il can be used direct ly as an 

electrode ror suppl y ing cu rrent to the inner furn ace just as in til e WC anvil 

case. 

Fig . I - I 0 shows the extension o r pressure and tcn1perature region 

by usc or sintcrcd diamond anvil s. Both results using the an v il s wi th a 

truncation or 4 mm and :l mm arc drawn. In conclusion, so far, 

pressures up to 18 GPa and temperature up to I 000 °C can be generat ed 

simultaneously and stably by th e present system. 

1-4. Pressure generation in Drickamer anvil apparatus. 

The Drickamcr anvil apparatus is one o r the opposed anvil type 

hi gh pressure apparatus. Due to appli ca ti on or th e mass i ve support and 

lateral support, thi s Drickamcr anvil apparatus can generate quite hi gh 

pressure in spite or it s simple design . Several attempts to utili t.e sintcred 

diamond in thi s apparatu s have been made, but all previous studi es were 

ca rried ou t using very small anvils w ith top diameters or less th an I mm. 

In order to increase the sample vo lume in thi s apparatus , we des igned an 

apparatus using large size sintcrcd diamond anvil s. 
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A) Experimental. 

Fig. I-I I shows the cross sect ion of the cell used in the present 

experiment. The anvils are prepared from the same cylindrical shaped 

sinterecl diamond compacts (De I3eers, SYNDIE ISIS I) as is used in the 

D!A apparatus. Eight facets are macle on one encl of thi s cylinder so that an 

octagonal shaped top face is formed. The diameter of the anvil top is 

3 mm and the angles between this top face and the facets surrounding the 

top face are 30 degrees. We have tested several different angles and found 

that this is the optimum angle to get large sample volume without loosing 

the pressure generation efficiency too much. 

The pressure medium is a mixture of amorphous boron and epoxy 

resin (2: I by weight). In the ordinal Drickamer anvil apparatus, the angle 

relation between the anvils and pressure medium is very sensitive to the 

pressure generation, and the reproducibility of the generated pressure value 

strongly clepencls on the accuracy of these angles. Therefore, in the present 

experiments, we diviclecl the pressure medium into three parts an shown in 

Fig.l-1 I. Two end parts are made by compacting boron-epoxy mixture 

using anvils as a pattern. Central disk is macle of the same material by 

compacting it in a piston cylinder type jig. In this way, very accurate 

pressure medium which has a same angle could be made. The initial size 

of the sample chamber is I mmijl * I mm high. This chamber deforms 

when it is squeezed between two anvils and the recoveree! chamber has 

changed into approximately 1.2 mmq> * 0.6 mm high after it has 

compressed to 30 GPa. 

In the present experiment, generated pressure value was 

determined by the X-ray observation of the lattice constants of gold. The 
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Fig.1-1 1 
The cross section of the Drickamer-type high pressure apparatus using 
sintered diamond anvils . (a)Cylinder (b)Sintered diamond anvil (c)Pressure 
medium made of a mixture of amorphous boron and epoxy resin (d)Sample 
(e)X-ray beam 
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incident X-ray beam get into the sample chamber through a hole in the 

outer cylinder, and are co ll ected by a so lid state detecto r. Part or the 

diffracted X-ray should pass through the anvils, however, in the energy 

range above 30 keY, the effect or the absorption by the anvil is negligibly 

sma ll and high quality X-ray dirrraction profiles can be obtained. 

For applying load to the anvils, the hydraulic press of MAXXO cou ld be 

used, and X-ray measurements were carried out by energy dispersive 

methods using synchrotron radiation source from the Accumulation Ring in 

KEK. 

B) Results. 

Fig.l-12 is a typi ca l pressure generation cu rve at room 

temperature determined by the observa ti on o r lattice constant s of go ld, 

which was mixed with NaCI and placed in the sample chamber. ( Pressure 

was calculated by the equation or state of gold determined by Jamieson et 

al. [I9R2J .) The anvils survived to a pressure approaching 30 CPa, with 

no reduction in the efficiency of pressure generation. We repeated the 

ex periments up to 30 CPa more than 20 times, and no plastic deformation of 

the anvils was obse rved . For the comparison, the results using WC anvils 

arc also plotted in Fig. l-12 . In contrast with the sintered diamond anvils 

case , WC anvils deformed considerably above I 0 CPa, and fractured at 

around 16 CPa, which resulted loss in cf"ficiency. 

By using this apparatus, we successfully made an X -ray 

diffraction study of the phase transformation of graphite under hi gh 

pressure. The details will be described in Chapter two. 
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Because the anvils used in the present experiment have larger top face 

than in the previous experiments, sample heating by the inner rumace can 

be made more eas ily. The development of experimental techniques for 

high temperature generation with this Drickamer anvil apparatus is now in 

progress [Funamori et al. in private communication]. 

1-5. Pressure generation in 6-8 two stage system. 

The two stage 6-8 anvils apparatus, which is also called the MAX 

apparatus, have proven capable of generating higher pressure than the DlA 

apparatus. Pressures up to 25 GPa can be generated using WC anvil and 

much higher pressures can be expected by using sintercd diamond anvils in 

this system. 

A) CAPRICORN: A new DIA apparatus for 6-8 system. 

As mentioned in the D!A section, sintered diamond anvils arc easy to 

crack and destroy unless they are treated very carefully . To avoid the 

occurrence of crack during the compression, the parallel ism and 

synchronized movement or the first stage anvil are very important. The 

DlA type apparatus is suitable for this purpose because it can drive first 

stage anvils very accurately. The thrust of the DlA type press already 

installed in I.S.S.P. is only 250 ton, which is not enough ror the usc of two 

stage system. Therefore, we designed and installed a new DIA type press 
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Fig.l-13 
Total view of the CAPRICORN system. 
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fo r the spec ial usc of 6-8 two stage system w ith sintcrcd di amond anvil s. 

The new sys tem, named CAPRI CORN, consists or a cubic type hi gh 

pressure vesse l and 500 ton press (Fi g. l - 13). The top area o f th e first 

stage WC an v il s is 18 mm * 18 mm. Because o f th e limitati on or the 

hardness o f first stage anvil s, the max imum load appli ed to th e pressure 

cell is about 450 ton . Thus the thrust or the press was determined to be 

500 ton. A plunger ty pe oil pump is used to control the o il pressure. 

B) Experimental. 

In the present experiment, an oc tahedral pressure medium made or 

scmi-sintcrccl MgO (edge length is 6.0 111111 ) and py roph y llite pre- form ed 

gasket were used for the pressure genera tion. /1. set o f eight cube shaped 

sintcrcd diamond an vil s (edge length 9.5 mm and trun cati on si1.c 2.0 mm) 

and a pressure ce ll were compressed by si x first sta ge cubi c anv il s 

(Fi g. l-1 4). Generat ed pressure was calibrated by detec tin g th e 

semi -conductor to metal transition or Z nS (I 5.6 GPa), GaAs ( I R.7 G Pa), 

and GaP (23 GPa) by the measurement o f their elec tri c res istance . 

C) Results and discu ssion . 

Fi g. I - I 5 shows the generated pressure in the present ex periment 

as a functi on of the appli ed load. For the compari son , th e results 

w ith the W C anvil s (Toshiba G I F) under the same experim ental conditions 

arc also plotted. For W C anvil s, because o f plasti c deformati on of th e 
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anvil top, the efri c iency o f pressure generation clec reasecl considerabl y 

above 16 GPa. On the other hand , for sinterecl diamond an v il s, pressure 

increased smoothl y against the appli ed load up to 23 GPa. Unfortunately , 

we could not es timate the generated pressure above 23 G Pa, becau se there 

is presen tl y no reliable fi xed point in thi s pressure region. ll owever, no 

pl asti c deform ati on around the top area or the recovered an vi I was observed, 

thu s , we believe much higher pressure can be generated in thi s sys tem. 

It should be described here that the anvil crack similar to the one in 

the DI A experiment sometimes occurred in thi s apparatu s. W e carried 

out the pressure generation test for se veral times, and found that when 

the alignment of th e first stage anvil s or th e accuracy or the size or the 

sintered diamond anvil or pressure medium were not perfec t, sintered 

diamond anvil s were eas il y cracked in a low pressure reg ion . In 

particular, the paralleli sm and synchroni zed movement of th e first stage 

anvil s need to be checked very carefull y. After the careful ali gnment o f the 

first stage anvil with the accuracy of 0.0 I mm, the occ urrence or the 

anvil crack was reduced. T herefore, it is important to use an apparatus 

such as the DIA which can drive first stage anvil s very carefull y . 

Another advantage of the sintered diamond is it s transparency for 

X-ray beam. When thi s 6-8 system is combined with the MAX80 apparatus, 

and in situ X-ray observation is carried out, the diffraction beam from 

the sample should pass throu gh the second stage anvil. Thi s length is about 

14 mm, thu s , if the WC is used as a second stage anvil, X -ray cannot pass 

through at all. In contrast, although the sintered diamond in the present 

study contains Co metal as a binding materi al, it is fairly tran sparent for 

the hi gh energy X-ray beam. A ccording to our preliminary tes t, more 

th an 20% X -ray beam (energy was 60 keY) passed through the sintered 
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diamond material whose thickness was 15 mm. This result means that 

when very high energy X-ray such as from Wiggler source is used, in sitn 

X-ray observation can be easily made by the 6-8 apparatus with sintered 

diamond anvils. 

1-6. Conclusion. 

High pressure generation using sintered diamond as an anvil material 

has been carried out. The largest size sintered diamond which is commercially 

available at present was applied to the DIA apparatus, Drickamer anvil, and 

6-8 two stage apparatus. In all these experiments, much higher pressure 

than in the case using we anvils could be generated, and it became obvious 

that sintered diamond is extremely useful for anvil material. Under 

high pressure condition, anvil cracks occurred without the plastic 

deformation or the top area or the anvil, and this marked the limit or the 

generated pressure in each case. This sintered diamond anvil could be 

used as an electrode for supplying electric current to the inner heater, 

thus the high temperature experiments could be made almost in the same 

way as in the we anvil case. 
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CHAPTER 2. 

The study of graphite to hexagonal diamond tnmsition 

2-1. Introduction. 

A lthough extensive studi es have been ca rri ed out on the 

conversion of graphite into diamond by stati c pressure using catalyst or 

so lven t method , little is known about the direct transforma tion from 

graphite to diamond under hi gh pressure. Aust and Drickamer 11 9631 

and Bundy and Kasper rJ 967] observed a rapid increase o r the electri ca l 

res isti v it y of well crys talli zed graph ite when it was compressed above 

15 GPa. At room temperatu re, this change was reversible on release or 

pressure. Howeve r, when the sample was heated above I 000 oc under 

pressure, Bundy and Kasper observed irrevers ible increase or lhe electrica l 

res isti v it y even after the complete release or pressure. In the recovered 

sample, they observed some new diffracti on lines whi ch could be indexed 

as a hexagonal diamond structure. A mineral whi ch gives similar powder 

X-ray difTraction pattern was found in meteorite and was named Lonscla lcitc 

[Hanneman et al., 1967, Fronde I and Marvin, 1967]. 

Fig.2-l sho ws the crys tal structures o f cubi c diamond and 

hexagonal di amond. Hexagonal diamond is related to ordinary cubi c 

diamond as wurtzitc is related to 1. inc blend. The carbon - carbon distances 

arc essent ially the same, but th e laye rs of wrinkled hexagons arc stacked 

in a different way . In cubi c diamond (Fd3m) , all the pucke red hexagons 

are of the chair type, in whatever directi on they occur. On the other 

hand, in hexagonal diamond (P6:~/mmc), it is only the hexagons whose 
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cubic diamond 

Fig.2-l 
Crystal structures or cubic diamond and hexagonal diamond . In cubic 
diamond, all the puckered hexagons are or the chair type. In the hexagonal 
diamond, only the hexagons whose mean plane is (002) are or the chair 
type, and those whose mean plane is one or (I 00) are or the boat type. 
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mean plane is (001) that are or the chair type. Those whose mean plane 

is one of (I 00) are of the boat type . 

Although very long lime has passed since the first finding of the 

hexagonal diamond, many uncertainty still remain . Its existence has 

been studied only by a poor powder X -ray diffraction pattern or by 

an electron microscope observations. Moreover, pressure and temperature 

condition to obtain this hexagonal diamond phase has not been conl"irrnecl 

yet, and no one could so far synthesize well crystallized single phase 

sample. Hence, its accurate crystal structure and physical propert y 

remain unclear. By the shock compression of graphite, the formation 

of the hexagonal diamond was reported, hut in this case also, only very 

poor crystalline was obtained, ancl many other carbon phase coexisted. 

Another uncertainty is the rel ation between the hexagonal diamond 

phase and the high pressure phase obtained by the room temperature 

compression which is unquenchabl e to ambient condition. Bundy and 

Kasper inferred that even by room temperature compression of 

graphite, the hexagonal diamond phase was already forrncd and when this 

phase was heated above critical temperature, this crystal could he quenched. 

However, this was just a speculation. 

Recently, due to the development of the diamond anvil apparatus, 

many studies on the behavior of graphite under high pressure and 

room temperature have been carried out using optical method. 

Hanflancl et al. [!989] observed a sudden drop of an optical reflectivity 

and a broadening of the high frequency E2g Raman I inc above 9 G Pa, 

which indicated the onset of the transformation. This transformation 

was fully achieved at about !7 GPa. Goncharov el al. 11990imade Raman 

and reflectivity study and observed a sharp decrease in !he refl ectivity and a 



simultaneous broadening of the intralayer Raman spectra between 15 and 

35 GPa. Takano et al.ll991] reponed the existence of several discontinuous 

volume changes at 18 and 25 GPa. Moreover, Zhao and Spain 119R9i 

carried out powder X-ray diffraction experiments and reported that 

some new diffraction peaks appeared above I I GPa, but they could not 

identify the structure. These experimental results indicate the possibility 

of a pressure induced transformation in graphite at room temperature. 

For this high pressure phase obtained by room temperature 

compression of graphite, various speculations such as formation or sp 1 

bonded structure !"Bundy and Kasper, 1967, Hanfland ct al., 19X9i, a formation 

of amorphous phase [Goncharov et al., 1990], or a fonnation of an 

intermediate phase between graphite and hexagonal diamond ITakano et 

al., 1991] were made. However, ·the nature of this high pressure phase or 

the relation with hexagonal diamond is not clear yet. In aclclition, the 

pressure of this transformation that reported in previous studies arc 

very scallered. 

The purpose of the present study is to clarify these points, namely, 

the determination of the transition pressure and the Stl"liCture of the high 

pressure phase obtained by room temperature compression or graphite arc 

the main subjects of this chapter. In the following section, optical 

observations of this phase transformation by a diamond anvil cell is 

described. Very drastic change of the sample was observed in this experiment. 

In the third section, the study of the X-ray observation under high pressure 

ancl room temperature condition to determine the structure of the 

high pressure phase is described. The combination or newly developed 

high pressure apparatus using sintered cliamoncl anvils which is described 

in the first chapter and the very intense X-ray from synchrotron radiation 
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made it possible to get hi gh quality in situ X-ray clillraction data on this 

high pressure phase. In order to obtain the inrormati on about tilt.: 

quenchabi lity of the hexagona l cliamoncl, in situ X-ray observation under 

hi gh pressure and high tempera ture condition should be ca rri ed out. In the 

last sec ti on, the results of thi s experiment will be described. 

2-2. Visual observation of the phase transformation . 

Although several studi es on the phase transrormation or graphite 

under high pressure using diamond anvil cell were made, the results were 

quite scattered. In most of these experiments , powder sample were used, 

and they were compressed under the non- hydrostatic condition . In order 

to see the transition clearly, we can·iecl out an experilllcnt using very 

thin si ngle crystal sample. 

A) Experimental. 

A single crystal kish graphite ( TOSHIBA ceramics Co. ), which 

was formed by the supersaturation of ca rbon in molten iron, was usee! as a 

starting materi al. This sample was eas ily cleaved using a razor edge, and 

we prepared a very thin hexagonal shaped single crystal ( I pm thi ckness 

and ISO pm edge length ). The experiments were carri ed out with a 

moclifiecl Mao-Bell type diamond anvil cell [Yag i et al., I<J R7J and the 

pressure was determined by the ruby flu orescence method. Mixture or 
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methanol and ethano l (4: I ) was mainly used as a pressure medium. In order 

to sec th e temperature eff"cct on thi s transf"ormation, a yttrium- aluminum

garnet (Y AG) laser was used. 

B) Results and di scuss ion. 

Fig. 2-2-a is a photograph of" the sampl e before the 

compression . Because the sample was very thin, it was not comp letely 

opaque even at atmospheric pressure. When the pressure was increased 

at room temperature, no noticeab le change was observed by a visual 

observation in the pressure range below 18 GPa. However, at I R GPa, 

several light transparent spo ts suddenly appeared in the sample (Fig. 

2-1-b), and they spread to the whole sample area while the pressure was 

kept constant. Figures 2-1-c and cl were taken 30 min and 2 hours after 

the transformati on had started, respectively. As is clear !"rom these figures, 

in each spot, the color change was not gradual but was di scontinuous and 

drasti c. On release of the pressure, the tran sparen t phase reversed 

suddenly to the original clark color phase at 2.5 GPa, thus the hi gh 

pressure phase could not be quenched at ambient condition. 

Absorption spectra or the sample were measured at various 

conditions and no noticeable structure was found in the spec tra or visible 

light. Pressure variation of the optical density at 580 nm is plotted in 

Fig.2-3 for both pressure increasi ng and decreas ing process. It is clea r 

th at thi s transition is reversible with large hysteres is. Optical density 

of the recovered sample is sli ghtly higher than that of the starting 

material, probably because of the polycrystalline nature or the recovered 
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(a) 0.1 MPa (b) 18 GPa 

(c) 30 min later (d) 2 hours later 

Fig.2-2 
In situ observation of a single crystal graphite during the phase transformation 
at 18 GPa and room temperature. Sample thickness is about lfA11 . 
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Fig.2-3 
Pressure vanauon of the optical density of graphite at 580 nm for borh 
increasing and decreasing pressure. 
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mater ial. 

We have repea ted the same ex periments with graph ite or dirrerent 

thicknesses. In every case, we observ ed the di scontinuous co lor 

bleachin g at I R GPa. Fig.2-4 is a photograph or the S pm thi ckness sampl e 

durin g the phase transformation . In thi s case , the graphite part is comp letely 

opaque and the high pressure phase is obse rved as light brown area. T he 

strai ght lines which cross with 120 degree angles each oth er are also 

strongly observ ed. It is possible th at each hi gh pressure area surrounded 

by these lines is a single crystal grain and consequentl y, the whole 

sample after the transition is completed consists or many twin crystalline. 

When much thicker sample such as I 0 ~un was used , howe ver, the 

transformati on became less obvious because the opti ca l densit y or th e sample 

became too large to observe the transmilled li ght even aft er the transition. 

A s the pressure was increased further above I R GPa, the transmi ss ivit y 

o f thi s high pressure phase increased graduall y and even th e thi ck sample 

became transparent at about 50 G Pa. 

Our presen t results are in fair agreement with the report by Hanrtantl 

et al. [1 989] except that in some cases they observed the initiati on or th e 

tra nsition at pressures lower than I 0 GPa. W e thought thi s di sagreement 

m ight be caused by the local stress concentrations around the sample 

because th ey used KCI as a pressure medium. Thus, we repeated our 

observati on using KCI as pressure medium but the result was unchanged. 

We could not find an y change until the pre~sure was increased to I X GPa. 

Their oth er evidence of th e onse t o f th e transformati on ncar 9 GPa was 

the broadening of the E2g Raman mode. However, thi s pressure is close 

to the freez ing pressure of the methanol- ethanol mi xture used in th eir 

Raman mode measurement. T hus, there is a poss ibilit y that thi s 
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Fig.2-4 
Phase transformation of graphite with a thickness of 5J..I..ffi under high 

pressure . 
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broadening was caused by the sudeten change of the stress in the sample. 

On the other hand, Goncharov et al. [ 1990] reported that noticeable 

change in color started at pressure of above 35 GPa. This result is 

probably because they used so thick sample that they missed the beginning 

of the bleaching at 18 GPa. Onset of the anomalies in the other 

measurements (reflectivity and the Raman signal) are in harmony with our 

present results . 

Some of the X-ray observations [Zhao and Spain ,19K9, Shu et al., 

1990] indicate the onset of the transition at lower pressures than 

18 GPa. These experiments were carried out by compressing powdered 

sample under nonhyclrostatie condition. A large uniaxial component of 

pressure ancl the orientation of each crystal to the compression axis might 

be responsible for these discrepancies. 

We can conclude that when a single crystal of graphite is 

compressed in a quasi-hydrostatic environment, a phase transformation 

occurs at 18 GPa at room temperature which accompanies the sudden 

increase of the light transmissivity. 

Our next question was the behavior or this high pressure phase 

under high temperature condition. We heated the high pressure phase at 

20 GPa using a Y AG laser. Because of the very large temperature gradient 

of the laser heating, it is difficult to measure the temperature accurately. 

From the incandescent light, however, it is expected that a large portion of 

the sample was heated up to more than I 000°C. Fig. 2-5-a shows the 

sample before the heating. The thin edges are colorless while the thick 

central portion is still clark brown. After the laser heating, the sample 

became much more transparent than before (Fig.2-5-b). This transparent 
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Fig.2-5 
Effect of heating on the high-pressure, room-temperature phase. 
(A) Before the heating (20GPa). Although the whole sample has already 

transformed to the high-pressure phase. the sample is too thick to allow us 
to observe the transmissivity of light except the thin edges. 
(B) After heating by a Y AG laser. The transmissivity of light 
increased drastically. 
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phase was retained even when applied pressure was released completely . 

The fact that this phase is quenchable and the resemblance or the 

P-T condition of the present experiments with those reported by Bundy 

and Kasper suggest that hexagonal diamond phase is included in this 

quenched sample. Considering the temperature generation by Y AG laser, 

however, this quench product might include many cubic diamond. 

Unfortunately, because of the difriculty of the X-ray diffraction or this very 

small amounts of the sample, this remains uncertain. 

It is very interesting that the high pressure phase formed at room 

temperature became almost as transparent as the heated phase when it was 

compressed above 50 CPa. However, this high pressure phase without 

heating was unquenchable at ambient condition even if it had very 

high transmissivity in high pressure range. From this fact, one may 

expects that the high pressure phase achieved at room te111perature has a 

different structure from the hexagonal diamond, but in the next section it 

will become clear by the X-ray observation under high pressure that this 

phase has also the hexagonal diamond structure. The gradual change in 

transmissivity by further compression at room temperature is probably 

caused by the advance or the transformation from graphite to 

hexagonal diamond phase. 

2-3. High pressure in situ X-ray diffraction study at room 

temperature. 

A) Difficulties of the experiment. 
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In order to determine the structure of the light transparent high 

pressure phase induced by room temperature compression or graphite, in 

siru observation under high pressure should be made because this phase 

is unquenchable to ambient condition. However, there arc many 

difficulties on this experiment. 

Raman scallering is one or the powerful method to estimate the 

structure, and several studies have been already carried out. In this case, 

however, most important line corresponds to spJ bond cannot be 

observed because it is hidden by the strong background due to the 

diamond anvil itself. Although previous studies reported the decrease or 

broadening of intralayer Raman spectral line, they could not conclude 

accurate nature of the high pressure phase. 

The optical observation using cross nicol is also very difficult for 

this transformation. The diamond anvil has a cubic structure, but under 

very high pressure condition it deforms considerably and information on 

the polarization of light from the sample is strongly modified. 

Single crystal X-ray diffraction study is a direct way to determine 

the structure. However, so far it is very difficult to generate high pressure 

enough to induce the phase transformation of graphite by the diamond 

anvil ce ll for the single crystal X- ray study. 

Therefore, the only possible method is a powder X-ray 

diffraction study under high pressure, but in this case also there are 

some serious di fficulties. In the diamond anvil apparatus, the thickness 

or the sample is usually less than I 00 micron above I 0 CPa and the light 

element material such as graphite gives very poor diffraction pallern. 

Moreover, graphite has a layered structure and it is difficult to make rinc 
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powder. Even when single crystal is crushed into fine particles, they 

have nake-like shape and when such sample is compressed uniaxially, 

a strong preferred orientation is formed. Hence, the intensity of the 

diffraction lines strongly depends on the direction of the observation 

and the accurate intensity measurement for the identification of the 

structure is very difficult. 

All these situations made it difficult to obtain high quality X -ray 

diffraction data on graphite under pressure. Several aucmpts to determine 

tbe crystal structure of the high pressure phase by X-ray diffraction were 

made using diamond anvil cell rzhao and Spain, 19R9, Shu ct al., 19901, 

but because of these diiTicultics, the structure is remained unsolved. 

The purpose of the present study is to overcome these 

difficulties and clarify the crystal structure of the high pressure phase 

formed by the room temperature compression of graphite. Combination 

of newly developed high pressure apparatus using sintercd diamond and 

the very intense X-ray from synchrotron radiation made it possible to 

get high quality in situ X-ray diffraction data on this high pressure phase. 

B) Experimental. 

Three different types of high pressure apparatus, Drickamcr- type 

anvil, cubic anvil, and diamond anvil, were used. 

In the ordinary Drickamer-type apparatus, WC alloy is used as an 

anvil material. By this anvil, however, it is difficult to generate high 

pressure enough to induce phase transition of graphite at room temperature, 

mainly because of the limitation of the hardness of WC alloy. Therefore, 
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in the present study, we usee! a new Drickamer-lype high pressure 

apparallls with sinterecl diamond anvils which was dcscrilx:d in chapter I . 

The initial size of the sample chamber is I mm<jl * I mm high, which 

deforms into approximately 1.2 mm<jl * 0.6 mm high after the compression. 

This hole is filled with the sample and gold pressure marker, so the volume 

of the sample exposed to X-ray is more than ten times compared to the 

diamond anvil case. 

The sample was compressed by the top and bottom an vi Is using a 

uni-axial press . Incident x-ray beam irradiated the sample from the 

direction perpendicular to the compression axis . In order to obtain the 

information on the preferred orientation of the sample, we observed the 

diffraction in two different directions (Fig.2-6). In the first method, 

a solid state detector was placed in the vertical plane which contained 

compression axis ("V" in Fig.2-6). In the horizontal method, it was 

placed in the horizontal plane perpendicular to the co ntprcssion axts 

("H" in Fig.2-6). In both methods, 2 theta angle was I 0 degrees . In the 

vertica l method , the diffraction by the crystal plane which is almost 

perpendicular to the compression axis is strongly observed. On the 

other hand, information on the plane almost parallel to the compression 

axis is obta ined by the horizontal method. 

The advantage of this apparatus over diamond anvil apparatus is as 

follows; I) Because of the much larger size of the sample chamber, 

diffracted X-ray from the sample with low atomic number such as 

graphite is much stronger and high quality X-ray diffraction profi le 

can be obtained. 2) X-ray gets into the sample chamber from the 

direction perpendicular to the compression axis or the opposed anvils 

and the diffracted X-ray can be observed in two different orientations 
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"H" (horizontal) 

Fig.2-6 
Two observational direction for the powder X-ray diffraction study 
using Drickamer anvil apparatus. 
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relative to tile compression axis. Consequently, it is possible to get 

various information of the crystal structure of highly preferred oriented 

sample. 

All the X-ray experiments were carried out using synchrotron 

radiation source at the National Institute for High Energy Physics 

(KEK), Tsukuba. X-ray source used for this apparatus was a white beam 

from the bending magnet of the Accumulation Ring which was operated at 

6.5 GeV with a ring current of 15 to 30 mA. Energy dispersive technique 

was employed and an X-ray in the energy range from 20 to RO ke V were 

used for the measurement. Incident X-ray was collimated to a 0.1 mm x 

0.3 mm beam using 10 mm thick slits made of a tungsten carbide. 

Powdered gold was embedded at the bottom of the sample chamber and by 

changing the position of the incident beam, X-ray diiTraction patterns 

from the sample and the gold pressure standard were obtained 

separately. Pure germanium detector was adopted and a typical exposure 

time for the sample was 300 to I 000 seconds, while 200 second exposure 

was long enough to get high quality patterns for gold. Pressure was 

determined using equation of state of gold calculated by Jamieson et al. 

[ 1982]. 

Second type of high pressure apparatus is a cubic anvil which can 

compress the samples isotropically. Two systems, "MAX80" and "MAX90", 

were used. A cube shaped pressure transmitting medium is squeezed 

subtropical by six anvils with a truncation of 3 mm. In this case also, 

sintered diamond anvils were used to generate enough high pressure for the 

trans formation. 

Incident synchrotron radiation beam was collimated to 0.1 mm x 

0.1 mm and a typical exposure time was I 000 second when energy dispersive 
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technique was adopted. Co llected data were accumulated in a 20-~X channel 

memory o r a multi -channel pul se height an alyzer and th en sen t to a 

computer for analys is. Background or the spectrum wa .~ subtracted and 

then th e peak pos ition o f the dillracti on pro fil es we re detc r111 ined by th e 

least sq uares fittin g o r a Gauss ian curve to th e diffracti on peaks. Accuracy 

o f th e d- va lues determin ed by th ese systems in K EK arc usuall y about ().()5 

%. In the present study, however, va ri ous facto rs such as low signal to 

noise rati o, broad nature o f the diffracti on lines, coex istence o f two phases, 

and overl apping of several diffracti on lines, reduced the accuracy considerab ly. 

Becau se o r all these factors, accuracy o f the d-va lues report ed in thi s 

paper is approx imately 0.2 %. 

The third hi gh pressure apparatu s is a di amond anv il apparatu s 

w ith a lever and spring ty pe JYagi et al. , 19X7j . Monochromati zed 

X-ray from the bending magnet o f the Photon Fac to ry was focused to 

the sampl e through a pin ho le co llimator w ith a diameter o f 120 mi cron. 

X-ray was detected by Imag ing Plate ( IP) w hich has hi gher sensi ti v it y and 

w ide dynamic range o f intens ity compared w ith th e conventional film meth od 

[Mi yahara et al. , 1986]. The distance between sampl e and Imaging Plate 

was 153 mm . Energy used for th e ex perim ent w as 18 ke Y and a typ ical 

ex posure time was 6 hours. Recorded data on the Imag ing Pl ate w as 

measured and di g iti zed by a two dimensional opti ca l reader and th e 

intensit y o f the diffracted X -ray w as ca lculated as a functi on o r 2 th eta by 

integratin g the observed intensit y along the polar coordinat e.~. A rt er thi s 

integration , obtained data can be treated ju st l ike a data obtained by an 

angle di spersive technique using conventional diffractometer. The detail o f 

thi s to tal system combining the di amond anv il ce ll and th e Imaging Plate 

was described by Shimomura et al. [ 199 1] . 
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Starting material or most of the present experiment is kish graphit e, 

the same material used for the optical observation reported in the 

previous sec tion. This well crystallized single crystal graphit e was 

crushed into powder by grinding it in a mortar and then fi11C powder 

was selected by the gravity separation artcr dispersing it in acetone. Fine 

powder (typical size was a few micron across) thus co ll ec ted was then 

compacted into a small cylindrical shape and then inserted in the sample 

chamber. Starting materials thus prepared had already strong preferred 

orientation because in spite or the small grain size, each particle has 

flake-like shape. In order to sec the erfect of the starting material on the 

transition pressure, a fine carbon powder for chemical analysi s was also 

used in a different run. For a comparative study, we also carried out the 

same experiment with the Drickamcr apparatus by using hexagonal RN, 

which has the same structure as graphite and known to transform to the 

wurtzitc form, similar structure to the hexagonal diamond. 

C) Results. 

Diffraction profiles obtained in the "V"(vertical) direction using 

Drickamer-type anvil is summarized in Fig.2-7(a) and Fig.2- 7(b) for 

increasing and decreasing pressure process, respectively. Compacted 

starting material was placed in the sample chamber so that c-axis of the 

graphite was preferentially aligned parallel to the incident x-ray beam. 

Consequently, before the compression, (002) diffraction line of graphite 

was very weak while (I 00) and (I I 0) diffractions were strong. As soon 

as the pressure is applied, because of deformation of the sample chamber 
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Fig.2 -7(a) 
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The variation of the X-ray diffraction profiles of graphite in the pressure 
increasing process observed in the vertical direction using Drickamer anvil 
apparatus. (002) lines of graphite becomes strong as soon as the pressure is 
applied. New diffraction lines indexed by a hexagonal unit cell appears at 
14 GPa, and they become stronger as the pressure is increased. 
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Fig.2-7(b) 
The variation of the X-ray diffraction profiles of graphite in the pressure 
decreasing process observed in the vertical direction. The diffraction 
lines of high pressure phase remains until the pressure is released below 
about 3 GPa, but completely converted to graphite at ambient pressure. 
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and rotation of the crystals, c-axis arc aligned prercrentially to the 

compression axis. Thus (002) line became stronger with pressure. When 

the pressure was increased up to around 14 GPa, new <lillraction peak 

began to appear which has a slightly larger cl-spacing value than ( 1 00) or 

graphite. By increasing pressure further, the intensity or this peak 

increased, and we could observe 3 more diffraction lines of the high 

pressure phase, although one of them was broad ancl overlappccl with 

(I 0 I) of graphite. Even at the highest pressure achieved in this experiment 

(28.7 GPa), the graphite peaks were still observed clearly ancl we could not 

get the pure diffraction profile of the high pressure phase. 

By decreasing the pressure, we could observe the clirrraction lines or 

the high pressure phase until the pressure was released below about 3 GPa. 

After the pressure was releasee! completely, (002) ancl (004) cliiTractions 

of the graphite were observed strongly, which means that the orientation 

has changed into the original direction after the retrogressive transition. 

From these observations, it became clear that the transition starts at 

around 14 GPa in the pressure increasing process. The transition is reversible 

but has very large hysteresis and it is impossible to quench the high 

pressure phase. It is very interesting to note that the line widths of 

graphite are broadened considerably when the high pressure phase coexists. 

Results or the observation in "1-I"(horizontal) direction is shown in 

Fig.2-8. In this case, (100) and (101) difTraction lines or graphite were 

observed strongly during compression, in contrast to the (002) line in the 

vertical direction. This is quite reasonable since the c-axis or graphite was 

preferentially aligned parallel to the compression axis. At about 14 GPa, 

new lines of the high pressure phase appeared. The position or the most 

intense line of high pressure phase was between the (I 00) and (I 0 I) peaks 
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Fig.2-8 
The variation of the X-ray diffraction profiles of graphite under high 
pressure observed in the horizontal direction. Phase transformation 
occurs at around 14 GPa and most intense peak of the high pressure phase 
is observed at the position between the (100) and (101) lines of graphite, 
which remarkable contrast with the vertical observation. 
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of graphite, which was quite different from that observed in the vertical 

direction. The new lines became stronger with pressure but the 

diffractions from graphite did not disappear completely. The behavior in 

the pressure decreasing process was also the same as that observed in 

the vertical direction. 

Combining the informations obtainecl both in the vertical and the 

horizontal directions, we could observe 6 and S diffraction lines for 

graphite and for the high pressure phase, respectively. Change or the 

d-values of these diffraction lines are summarized in Fig. 2-9. Five 

diffraction lines for the high pressure phase can be successfully indexed 

by a hexagonal structure. Since the line indexed as h( I 0 I) is overlapped 

with graphi te, its cl-value has large uncertainty and is not included in 

Fig.2-9. 

An example or the diffraction profile obtained using the diamond 

anvil apparatus at 20 GPa is shown in Fig. 2-10. Although very well 

monochromatized X-ray from synchrotron radiation and very sensitive 

Imaging Plate detector were used and the exposure time was quite long 

( 6 hours), the S/N ratio of the obtained diffraction profile was very low 

because of the small thickness of the sample in the diamond anvil cell. 

Only a few strong lines can be observed and the detailed analysis was 

impossible. Besides, a small portion of the incident X-ray beam was hitting 

the gasket in this particular run and the diffraction from the gasket was also 

observed. In spite of the poor quality, the diffraction profile obtained by 

this method is similar to that obtained by the horizontal observation in 

Drickamer-cell. That is, (I 00) and (I 0 I) lines or graphite were observed 

strongly and the strongest line or the high pressure phase appeared 

between them. In the diamond anvil apparatus, incident X-ray gets into 
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Fig.2-IO 
Typical X-ray diffraction profile of graphite under high pressure obtained 
by the diamond anvil cell and Imaging Plate. 
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the sample chamber parallel to the compression axis or the opposed anvils. 

Therefore, the crystal planes almost parallel to the compression axis 

contribute to the diffractions and it is quite reasonable that tile diffraction 

lines observed by the diamond anvil is very similar to those observed in 

the horizontal direction in Drickamer-type anvil. Most of the previous 

X-ray observations on the high pressure phase or graphite were made 

by employing this diamond anvil technique and consequently tile information 

obtained by them were very limited. 

An example of the observation by the cubic anvil apparatus is shown in 

Fig.2-ll. The nature of the pressure in the cubic anvil apparatus is 

expected to be much more isotropic compared to the diamond anvil or 

Drickamer-type anvil apparatus. However, in the present study, the 

starting material installed in the sample chamber was compacted in 

advance and had strong preferred orientation from the beg innin g. 

Consequently, the observed diffraction profile was very similar to that 

observed in the vertical direction of the Drickamer-!ypc anvil. In this 

case, however, the onset of the transition was delayed until the 

pressure was raised to 18 GPa, even though the starting material was 

identical. This means that the transition pressure is sensitive to the 

nature or the pressure. 

Transition pressure in the pressure increasing process varied a lot 

depending not only on the nature of the applied pressure, but also on the 

nature of the starting material. In order to see this effect, a fine carbon 

powder for chemical analysis (Tokai Carbon Co.) which has high purity 

but is poorly crystallized, was compressed by the Drickamcr-type anvil 

and the cubic anvil apparatus. In both case, transition pressure was 

delayed considerably. In the experiment using Drickamer anvil, the 
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Fig.2-ll 
The variation of the X-ray diffraction profiles of graphite under high 
pressure obtained by the cubic anvil apparatus. The transition does 
not occur until the pressure is raised to 18 GPa. 
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Table 2-1 
Graphite· lle>.·agonal Diamond Transition Pressure ai Room Temperature 

Dr id:amer anvi I Cubic anvi I (Jiamond anvi I Oia111ond am•i I 
(single cr)·sial s:.mple) (po\Jder sample) 

hish tr•Phiie 

I l 4 1 8 1 8 l 5 

18faphi ie for J 23 > l 8 -- --
chemical analysis! 

( G P a) 
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diffraction peaks of the high pressure phase appeared at about 2] GPa. In 

the cubic anvil experiment, no peaks of the high pressure phase was 

observed at all even when the sample was compressed up to 18 G Pa, 

which was the maximum pressure generated by this apparatus. The 

variation of the transition pressure in all the experiments arc summarized 

in Table 2-1. 

D) Discussion. 

Compression of graphite phase. 

Fig.2-12 shows the variation of the lattice parameters a/aO and c/cO 

of graphite phase obtained by the cubic anvil apparatus. /\s described 

before, in this apparatus, graphite did not transform to the high 

pressure phase until 18 GPa. Because of its large si;.e of the sample 

chamber, high quality X-ray di!Traction pattern was obtained and the 

precise compression curve of the lattice parameters were determined 

from the six diffraction lines. For the comparison, the previously 

reported data was also plotted in the same Pigure. The compression along 

the c axis reported by Hanfland et al. [ 1989) (open triangles in f<ig.2-12) is 

in fairly good agreement with our present data, though their results were 

derived from only two diffraction lines ((002) and (I 0 I)) obtained by the 

diamond anvil cell. They also reported that above 14 GPa, these di!Traction 

lines or graphite disappeared and high pressure phase was formed 

though its structure could not be identified because or the poor quality or 

the diffraction pattern. This transition pressure 14 GPa is the same as that 

obtained in the present experiment using Drickamer- type anvil. 
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Relative lattice parameters a/aO and c/cO of graphite as a function of 
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other hand, Zhao and Spain [ 1989] reported that at around II GPa, a 

softening of interlayer spacing occurred and new diffraction lines appeared. 

Thus the compression curve of c-axis has an anomaly (open circles in 

Fig.2-12), if the very weakly observed diffraction line ncar] A gives 

the c-axis spacing. Below I 0 GPa, the compressibility of c-axis derived by 

Zhao and Spain is considerably small compared with our present data. In 

the pressure region above I I GPa, however, all their data is perfectly 

consistent with our compression curve. In their experiment, diamond 

anvil cell and fixed-anode X-ray source were used. As mentioned before, in 

the graphite experiment using a diamond anvil cell, it is difficult to get 

high quality diffraction pattern, and because of the preferred orientation, 

the intensity of the (002) line diminishes considerably under high 

pressure. Therefore, it might be possible that they miss- indexed the 

graphite peaks as those of the high pressure phase. Lynch and Drickamcr 

[1966] also gave incomprcssivc data, but this is probably due to the usc or 

old and different pressure scale. The compression data along the a-axis 

obtained by the present observation is in fairly good agreement with 

the previously reported data, although there are slightly scattered. 

Structure of the high pressure phase. 

All the new diffraction lines of the high pressure phase obtained 

by the present study are successfully indexed by a hexagonal unit cell . 

Observed and calculated cl-valucs and the unit cell parameters at 25 GPa 

and 5 GPa arc summarized in Table 2-2, together with the data on 

hexagonal diamond reported by Bundy and Kasper. The present high 

pressure phase is unquenchable and it is impossible to make direct 

comparison with the quenched hexagonal diamond, which was observed at 
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Table 

hkl 

100 

002 

JOI 

102 

JJO 

103 

112 

201 

2-2 (J·spac i ng parameter of the hexagona I d iaJaond 

d (A) 

25 GPa 5 GPa 0.1 

obs. calc. • 1 obs. calc. •, obs ... 1 ca !c. • ' 

2.139 :i.l3i 2.170 2.165 2.180 2.176 

2.055 2.053 2.079 2.079 2.086 2.006 

( 1.9 )" J .895 (l .9 )" 1.920 J .929 

1.480 J .499 J .506 

1.234 J .234 J .249 J .250 1.256 1.257 

J. 152 I. 167 J. Ji2 

J .057 1.057 I. 169 J .Oil J .074 ].076 

J .034 1.048 ].053 

a=2. 467(3) •=2.500(6) a=2.5J3(6) 

c=4.105(5) c=4 .158(6) c=4.!11(5) 

a) Calculated value based on the lattice constants 
derived from ihe observed diffraction peaks 

b) Extrapolated value ( see 1.e>1.) 
c) Quenched samp I e I rom high pressure and high 

temperatu re condition 
d) Overlapped •·ith (101) peak of graphite 
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HPa 
ohs.(Bundy and Kasper)" 

2.19 

1.06 

J .92 

J .50 

1.26 

I. 17 

].075 

1.055 

a=2. 52 
c=4 . J 2 



atmospheric pressure. Therefore, d-values at ambient cond ition obtained 

by the extrapolation or the rrcscnt high pressure data between 25 and 

5 GPa and the unit cell calculated from these extrapolated d- values arc also 

listed in Table 2-2. The unit cell thus obtained is very close to that of 

hexagonal diamond (Lonsdaleite) reported by Bundy and Kasper, which 

suggests that the high pressure phase observed in the present study has the 

same structure as hexagonal diamond, although the present high pressmc 

phase is unquenchable on release of pressure. 

In order to gel definite conclusion, it is necessary to compare the 

intensity of the diffraction lines. In the present ex periment, however, 

highly preferred orientation was fonned in the sample and it was very 

difficult to analyze the crystal structure by the comparison of the 

observed and calculated intensity. Actually, as is clear from f-igures 2-7 

and 2-8, observed intensity for the high pressure phase dillcrs a lot 

depending on the direction of observation. Intensities in vertical and 

horizontal observations arc reproducible, which means certain orientation 

relation exist between graphite and the high pressure phase. Fig.2-13 is a 

comparison of the diffraction profiles of graphite between the vertical 

and horizontal observation. Our observation can be sununarizccl as 

follows; (I) When the (002) line of graphite was observed strongly, the 

(I 00) line of high pressure phase was observed strongly (vertical 

method). (2) On the other hand, when the (I 00) line of graphite was 

observed strongly, the (002) line of high pressure phase was observed 

strongly (horizontal method). Mechanism and orientation relation of the 

phase transformation from graphite to hexagonal diamond were previously 

proposed by Bundy and Kasper f 1967] and Lonsdale 119711. They 

proposed that graphite makes martensitic transformation to hexagonal 
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.t 

ci. VALuE (A) 

2.2 2.0 1.9 1.8 2.2 2.0 1.9 

(e) vertical method (b) horizontal method 

28.7 GPa 26.0 GPa 

0 

" 0 

~ 
l 

30 35 40 30 35 
E N E A G Y (keV) 

Fig.2-13 
Comparison of the diffraction profiles of graphite between the venical 
and horizontal observation. In the vertical method, (100) and (101 ) of 
the hexagonal diamond peaks are observed, whi le in the horizontal 
method, (002) peak is strong. 
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graphite 

graphi1e 

G<IOO> 

.. 
u 

hexagonal diamond 

hexagon41l diamond 

Fi£.2-14 
orientation relationship of the phase transformation from graphite to 
hexagonal diamond. 
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diamond with the orientation relationship that H( I 00) parallel to the 

G(002), and I-1<001> and 1-1<100> being parallel to G<l20> and G<IOO>, 

respectively (Fig.2- 14). Here, 1-1 and G represent hexagonal diamond and 

graphite, respectively. It is clear that our present observation is 

completely in harmony with this proposed orientation relationship. 

In order to confirm the reliability of the observed orientation 

relationship, we also studied the phase transformation in boron 

nitride using the same method. This material is known to undergo 

pressure induced phase transformation from hexagonal structure to 

wurtzite-type structure. Fig.2-IS is a diffraction profiles obtained in 

vertical and horizontal observation. Before the phase transformation, 

(002) and (I 00) peaks of the low pressure phase were observed strongly 

in vertical and horizontal method, respectively, which was similar to the 

graphite case. However, after the phase transformation at around I 0 GPa, 

the observed diffraction profiles showed remarkable contrast with those 

of graphite compression. The (002) peak of high pressure phase 

(wurtzite structure) was stronger than (100) peak in the vertical method. 

On the other hand, in the horizontal method, (002) could not be observed 

at all while (100) was observed strongly. Experimental results shows 

that in the BN case, the orientation of the c-axis remains unchanged before 

and after transformation. Structures of low pressure and high pressure 

phases have close similarity to those of graphite and hexagonal 

diamond, respectively. However, because of the slight diiTerence in the 

stacking sequence of basal plane in graphite-like structure, the orientation 

relationship between low and high pressure phases is different. ror BN, 

the transformation occurs with hBN(002) parallel to wBN(002) 

(Fig.2-16). Here, h and w represent low pressure and high pressure 
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d ·vALuE (A) 

2.2 2.0 , .9 2.2 2.0 1.9 

(a} vertical method 

30 

N 
0 
0 

r 

35 

(b) horizontal method 

30 35 

E N E A G Y (keY) 

Fig.2-l5 
Comparison of the diffraction profiles of BN between the vertical and 
horizontal observation. Low pressure phase (denoted as h) transforms to 
wurtzite structured phase (denoted as w) under high pressure. Jn the 
vertical method, w(002) is observed strongly, while in the horizontal 
method, w(l 00) is strong. These profiles are contrast with those of graphite 

case. 
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hBN 

..() ),_ 

-- --&-.A. 

wBN 

Fig.2-16 
Orientation relationship of the phase transformation from hexagonal 
BN to wumite BN. 
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phases , respec tively. The present exper imenta l result on 8N is in 

harmony with the orien tati on relationship described above and confirms 

the reliability of th e observa ti ons of the transformati on on graphite. 

Based on these analysis, we can conclude that the crystal structure 

of the new phase formed by the room temperature compression of 

graphite is identical to that reported as hexagonal diamond . For the 

diamond polytypes, there are many other possible structures whi ch have 

similar framework with sli ghtly different stack ing sequences !Spear et al., 

1990]. To check these poss ibilities, we have examinee! the diffraction 

patterns carefully but we cou ld not fine! any other meaningful lines in the 

d-value range between 3.5 and 1.0 A. In particular, if the phase has a long 

periodic structure, new diffraction peak should be observed in a low energy 

region, but no such lines was observed at all. This means th at, the basic 

framework of thi s high pressure phase cannot be different so much 

from the hexagonal diamond, even though it is imposs ibl e to exc lude all 

the possibilities of sligh tly modified structure, because th e peak reso lution 

by the energy dispersive method is not sufficient enough to identify the 

slight difference of stack ing sequences. 

Present observation also supports the orientation relationship 

proposed by Bundy and K asper. Tn their report , however, they cou ld not 

get good enough diffractions to determine the unit ce ll precisely. They have 

assumed that the bone! length in hexagonal diamond is identical to that in 

cubi c diamond and consequently obtained the same density for both 

phases. In the present analysis, however, we could determine the unit 

ce ll wi thout any assumption and found that the unit ce ll is sli ght ly, but 

meaningful ly, larger than that reported by them. The a-axis is almost th e 

same but the c-axis is about I % larger. Fahy and Louie [ 19R71 ca lcu lated 
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the structural properties of hexagonal diamond using an ah initio 

pseuclopotential local-orbital method, and obtained slightly larger c-axis 

also (4.14 A, conferred to 4.12 A in Buncly and Kasper). This expansion 

of c-axis is probably due to the repulsion between the carbon atoms which 

are aligned along the c-axis. Because of this slight expansion, c/a ratio 

obtained by the present observation has increased to 1.66, which is slight 

larger than 1.63, the ideal value of this hexagonal structure. This c/a ratio 

remains unchanged up to at least 30 GPa. 

Relative volume of graphite, hexagonal diamond, and cubic 

diamond as a function of the pressure are compared in Fig.2-17. Graphite 

begins to transform to hexagonal diamond with a discontinuous 

volume change at around 14 GPa, but further compression is 

necessary to complete this transition at room temperature. The volume 

of the hexagonal diamond is about I% larger than that of the cubic 

diamond because of its slight expansion of the c-axis from the ideal value. 

The bulk modulus of the hexagonal diamond calculatec! from the present 

data is 425±20 GPa, which is indistinguishable from that of cubic diamond 

within the experimental error. 

Difference of the transition pressure. 

As shown in Table 2-1, transition pressure varies a Jot depending 

on many factors such as the nature of starting material and the way of 

compression. Existence of the orientation relation bet ween low and high 

pressure phase suggests that the nature of this transition is not a 

diffusion type but a martensitic type. Graphite has a layered structure 

and carbon atoms inside the layer is connected by sp 2 type covalent bond 

while the bone! between layers have a nature of Van der Wall s force. 
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1.1 

1.0 

0.9 

0.8 
0 
> ..._ 
> 0.7 

H-Diamond 

0.6 C-Diamono 

0.5 

0.4 
0 10 20 30 

PRESSURE (GPa) 

Fig.2-17 
Relative volume change of graphite, hexagonal diamond, and cubic diamond 
as a function of pressure. Graphite begins to transform to hexagonal 
diamond at around 14 GPa by the room temperature compression, but 
funher compression is necessary to complete this transformation. 
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Consequently, as shown in Fig.2-12, compressibility along c- axis is much 

larger than that along a-axis. At about 18 CPa, where the tran sformation 

starts in a quasi hydrostatic environment, the bond lengt h between layer 

are approximately 2.8 A. Since this transition has a martcnsitic nature, the 

condition of the adjusted layer is very important. When th e distance 

between two layers became smaller than the above mentioned value, and 

two layers are properly positioned, then the transition is expected to occur. 

These hypothesis can explain the observed differences of the transition 

pressure very well. As described in the previous section, when a very 

thin single crystal is compressed in quasi hydrostatic environment, transition 

starts and completed in a very narrow pressure interval bet ween I R and 

19 CPa. In this case, since the sample is very thin, it is almost a 

perfect crystal and the di stance between laye rs arc reduced 

homogeneous! y. On the other hand, when the powdered sample 1s 

compressed directly in a solid pressure transmitting ntcdium, very 

heterogeneous compression occurs ancl some portion or the sample can be 

compressed more then the average. Besides, because of the random orientation, 

some portion of the snmple may have difficulty to find proper 

neighboring layer to accomplish the tran sition even when thc nominal 

pressure is much higher than the transition pressure. Since the most 

important factor for the onset of the transition is the compression 

along c-axi s, transition starts nt lower nominal pressure when the sample 

is compressed uniaxially. This may be the reason why the tran sition 

pressure is low in Drickamer-type anvil. 

The difference of the transition pressure in different starting 

material can be explained in a similar manner. Kish graphite is very well 

crystallized and the transition is easy to occur. On the other hand, high 
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purity ca rbon for the chemi ca l analysis is not so well crystalliJ.ecl and th e 

transition is hard to occur. 

So far, many high pressure studi es have been clone on graph it e but the 

transition pressure reported are scatterecl. This is quite reasonab le 

because hi gh pressure apparatus and the nature of starting material used 

for each stud y had wide variety. Probably the reproduc ibl e results can 

be obtained only when high quality single crystal is com pressed in a 

highly hydrostatic environment. 

Conclusions. 

High pressure in situ X-ray diflraclion study on graphit e were 

carried out up to 30 GPa at room temperature . Following results were 

obtained from these observations. 

I) Phase transformation from graphite to a hi gh pressure phase 

occurs at about 14 GPa when well crystallize single crys tal (k ish graphit e) 

was squeezed using Drickamer-type hi gh pressure apparatus. 

2) Diffraction profil es obtained on thi s high pressure phase is well 

explained by the hexagonal diamond structure. 

3) Transition pressure in increas ing and decreasing pressure 

process has large hysteres is and the high pressure phase fonned at room 

temperature was unquenchable on release of pressure. 

4) Hexagonal diamond formed at room temperature has c/a ratio 

1.66 which is sli ghtly hi gher than that reported before. 

5) Transition pressure is very sensitive to the nature or th e starting 

material as well as to the nature or the pressure appli ed to the sample. 

6) Transition has mart ensitic nature and the diffraction from two 

different orientation sati sfi es the orientation relation ship proposed 
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before. 

2-4. In situ X-ray diffraction study under high pr·cssur·e and 

high temperature. 

In the previous section, it became clear that the crystal structure of the 

high pressure phase formed by room temperature compression of graphite is 

indistinguishable from that of hexagonal diamond. However, the hexagonal 

diamond reported by Bundy and Kasper was a quenching product to atmospheric 

pressure while present high pressure phase is unquenchable and the reason or 

this eli fference remains unclear. In order to clarify the pressure and 

temperature condition in which hexagonal diamond can be synthesized and 

the quenchability of the hexagonal diamond, in situ X-ray observation 

under high pressure and high temperature was carried out. 

A) Experimental. 

A combina tion of synchrotron radiation and Drickamer type high 

pressure apparatus is a powerful tool for obtaining the information on preferred 

orientation of the sample. However, so l'ar, stable high temperature generation 

is difficult by this apparatus. Thus, the DIA system with sintered diamond 

anvils (MAX80) was used for the high temperature experiment. 

Fig.2-18 is a cell assembly for the present experiment. Starting 

material was a kish graphite, which is the same one used in the room 
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pre-gasket 

Fi g.2- l X 
The ce ll <L~semb l y ror ihe in si tu observation ol" ihc graphil e 10 hex agonal 
diamond lran~ilion under hi gh prcs~ urc and hi gh lcmpcralure. 
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temperature experim ent. Since th e rinc powder sampl e was com pacted into 

a cy lindrica l shape by a piston and cy linder type ji g bdorc the ex periment , it 

bad already strong prdcrrcd ori entati on. For the hi gh temperatu re generation, 

disk type graphite heater was used. Because thi s graphit e is not so we ll 

crystal lized as ki sh graphit e, it was expected not to tra nsl"o r111 to hexagonal 

diamond under the present ex perim ental conditi on and to he w;ed :1s a heater 

materi al. Temperature was measured by a CA thermocouple whosl: junction 

was embedded in the NaCI pressure marker. The hi gh pressure ce ll was 

compressed by the sintcrcd di amond anv il s w ith the top area or 3 mm * 

3mm. The experiment was ca rri ed out by MAX80 system and white X- ray 

from the Acc umulation Rin g o r K EK was used. Pirst, th e sa mpl e was 

compressed at room temperature up to the prescribed pressure such as 14 or 

18 GPa. Then tempcralllrc was raised slow ly. A fter the phase transiti on 

occurred, temperature was decreased suddenl y to th e room te mperature by 

stopping th e electri cal current suppl y to the heater. In l:ach condition, 

X -ray diffrac ti on pro fil e o f the sample was detected by energy dispersi ve 

method. 

B) Results and di scuss ion 

Diffraction profil es under hi gh pressure and hi gh temperature. 

Fi g.2- 19 shows the vari ati on or the X -ray diffrac ti on prol"il es or the 

sample when tcmperalllrc was increased from 25 °C to 890 oc at 18 GPa. 

As descri bed in the prev ious sec ti on, by th e compress ion w ith cubi c anvil 

apparatu s, graphite beg ins to transform to hexagonal diamond at I X GPa by 

room temperature compress ion. Under thi s condition, howcvl:r, thl: !"ormati on 
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Fig.2-19 
Yarialion or iilc X-ray dillraclion prorilcs or grapililc wilil incrc<~sing 
lcmpcralurc al Ill GPa. 
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of the hexagona l diamond was very limited and only one peak co rresponds to 

h-D( I 00) was observed very weak ly. When temperature was increased , the 

intensit y o f the graphite peaks decreased and th e diffract ion peaks or the high 

pressure phase were observed strongly. This difrraction prorile obtained 

under high temperature condition is exactly identi cal to that observed in the 

room temperature compression by Drickamcr anvil ce ll , thus it was rcconrirmcd 

that these arc th e same phase which has the hexagonal diamond st ru cture. In 

th e DIA apparatus, it is expected that the nature of the pressure is isotrop ic 

and that the sample is oriented randomly. In the present ex perim ent , however, 

because the starting materi al install ed in the sample chamber was compacted 

beforehand and had strong orientation from the beginning, even after the 

phase transition it had stron g preferred orientation. I lencc, unfortunately, 

the information on the (002) line o f the hi gh pressure phase cou ld not be 

obtained in the present stud y. 

The phase tran sform ati on from graphit e to hexagonal diamond was 

acce lerated rapidly by the increase of temperature. The ratio of the peak 

intensity of graphite and hexagonal diamond under ! 8 GPa and I 00 oc is 

almost comparable to that observed at 29 GPa in th e room temperature 

compress ion by Dri ckamcr anvil (Fig.2-7(a)). As the temperature w as 

increased further, the diffraction peaks of the hexagonal diamond became 

stron ger, but in the hi gh pressure reg ion above 500 °C, tran sl.onnin g rat e 

from graphite to hexagonal diamond became small. Thus, even at the h ighcst 

temperature achieved in thi s experiment (890 °C) , th e graphit e peaks were 

still observed and we could not get the single hexagonal diamond phase. 

On the other hand , it was clarified by the in situ X-ray observation that 

the di sk shaped poor crystallized graphite which was used as a hea ter material 

did not transform to hexagonal diamond at all under the present experimental 
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condition. As described in the previous section, thi s graphit e to hexagonal 

diamond transformation is a martcnsitic tran sition and it stron gly dcpL:nds on 

the crystalline nature of the starting sample. Present cx pL: rim en t made it 

clear that even under high temperature condition more than ROO 0 C, phase 

transition from graphite to hexagonal diamond is diffi cult to occur when th e 

starting graphite sample is not we ll crystallized. Since this heater did not 

tran sform to other phase, the electrical resistance or th e heater was quite 

stable during the experiment. 

Pressure-Temperature condition to produce hexagonal diamond. 

The th ermodynami ca l phase boundary of graphit e and cubic diamond 

exists in a fairly low pressure region (about 2 GPa at room temperature) on 

the Pressure-Temperature diagram . However, in the practical experiment 

without catalyst or so l vent, the direct conversion from graphit e to diamond 

docs not occur at this boundary, and much higher pressure or tL:mpcraturc is 

needed to induce the phase tran sition . l-Ienee, for the practical meaning, the 

reaction boundary is defined as a boundary where the new phase begins to be 

produced. Fig.2-20 shows the reaction boundaries Cor ca rbon and B N 

obtained by the present study. For the BN experiment , we ll crys talli zed 

hexagonal structured BN (denoted as hBN), which was heated up to 2000 oc 
beforehand, was used as a starting material. I n si/ 11 X-ray observation 

under high press ure and high temperature condition was C<IITied out, and 

from the variation of the diffraction profiles, two reaction boundaries from 

hBN to wBN and from wBN to cBN were determined. (Here, w 8 N and cBN 

represent wurtzite structured BN and cubic structured BN. and these have 

analogous structure to hexagonal diamond and cubic di :unoncl , respectively.) 

By the room temperature compress ion of hBN , it tran sform s to wBN at 
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Fig.2-20 
Reaction phase diagram or carbon and 13N obtained by the present s tud y . 
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I 0.5 CPa. On increasin g temperature, tran sition pressure is shi !"ted to lower 

pressure, and at 1000 °C, onl y 7 CPa is enough to produce wBN phase. 

However, below 6 CP:1 , thi s tr:1n sition docs not occur even il" the temperature 

is extremely high. The reaction boundary !"rom wBN to cBN ex i.-; ts at about 

1300 °C in the pressure range or 5 to 12 CPa, and has a sli ghtl y negati ve 

slope above 12 CPa. When wBN is heated above this boundary , it 

transform s to cBN. It is generally considered that thi s tran sition is not a 

martcnsitic type but a reconstructive diffusive transition. 

For graph ite to hex agonal diamond transition, situation was quit e 

similar. When temperature was increased at the constant pressure of 14 

CPa, the graphite to hexagonal diamond tran sition was obse rved at about 200 

0 C. Thi s means that the reaction boundary or graphite to hexagonal diamond 

is shifted to lower pressure on increasing temperature as we ll as the BN case. 

Unfortunately, because of the lack or hi gh temperature ex periment s at the 

pressure region around 12 CPa, this reaction boundary has not ye t been 

determined completely. However, it might be considered that th ere shou ld 

be a critica l pressure for the graphite to hexagonal diamond tran sition just as 

the hBN to wBN transi ti on. In addition , the formation of the cubic diamond 

phase has been con firmed by th e several high pressure and hi gh tcmpcrature 

studi es such as the heatin g experiment with diamond an vil and Y J\C laser 

(described in section 2-2) or the investigat ion or the rccovcn:d sampl e 

syn thes ized by 6-8 two stage system (ltani ct al., private con1nn1ni cat ion) . 

Therefore, it is also expected that the reaction boundary or hexagonal diamond 

to cub ic diamond exists at high temperature . A s :1 consequence, the 

reaction phase diagram of carbon and BN have a great similarity. 
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Qucnchability or the hexagonal diamond phase 

Three di!Tcrcnt run s arc made to sec th e nature or quenchable property 

o r hexagonal diamond. The experimental conditions arc as rollows; (a) 

compression (at room temperature) up to 14 GPa , heating up to 860 °C, 

decompression to 0.1 MPa (at room temperature) (b) compress ion up to 

18 GPa, heating up to 890 °C, decompress ion to 0.1 MPa (c) compression 

up to 18 GPa, heating up to 500 °C, decompression to 0.1 MPa. In all 

th ese run s, pressure was sli ghtl y (about I GPa) decreased by increasing 

temperature. The X-ray difi"I·action data at 0.1 MPa was co llected in the 

situation that th e sample was still in the high pressure ce ll and th e appli ed 

press thrust was unloaded completely. 

In Fig.2-2 1, the va ri at ion of th e X-ray diffraction prorilcs in each run 

arc summari zed. In run s (a) and (b), hexagonal diamond phase was rormccl 

under the pressu re and hi gh temperature condition. Formation rate or the 

hexagonal diamond in run (b) was larger than in run (a), probably because 

of the di!Tcrcncc or the pressure. When th e pressure was decreased to 

0.1 MPa, in both run s, th e cli!Traction lines or the hexagonal diamond phase 

were still observed quite strongly, and thus hexagon al diamond cou ld be 

quenched to 0.1 MPa, although the graphite peaks became stronger com pared 

with those under hi gh pressure and hi gh temperature cond iti on. (In run (b), 

blow out occurred on rel ease of the pressure. Several ext ra peaks observed 

at 0.1 MPa arc rrom NaCI and MgO clue to thi s blow out.) 

On the other hand , the hexagonal diamond phase synt hes ized by th e 

heating up to 500 °C (run (c)) converted to graphite phase comp lete ly during 

the decom press ion below 2.9 GPa. Although the amounts or th e hexagonal 

diamond phase under high pressure and hi gh temperature condi ti on est imated 

by the peak intensity was almost comparable to that in run (b) , hexagonal 
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diamond phase could not be quenched a! :all. Thi s is quite simil ar to the 

hexagonal diamond rormed by the room temperature compress ion. 

II is obvious rrom these resul!s that th~ heating or the sample under high 

pressure phase can lower the critical pressure at w hich hex<JgOJJal diamond 

converts to graphite. This means that an adequate heating can pn.:venl th e 

hexagonal diamond rrom the conversion to graphite on rel ease ol' the pressure. 

In the present X-ray dil'l'raclion profiles , no distinguishable dillcrcnces 

were observed between the quenchable and unquenchable run s. Thus we 

could not c larify the rea son on the quenchabilit y ol' hex agonal diamond. 

Bundy and Kasper made a speculation that when the high pressure phase 

formed at room temperature is heated above critical temperature, thi s phase 

is "set" and can be quenched. However, th~ physical meaning ol' "set" is not 

clear at all. II is known that in some ~lalerials , the grain si1.e and the 

impurity allects a lot to the nature of quenchable properly. The present 

results indicate that the quenchability ol' hexagonal diamond depends not on 

the pressure but on the temperature stron$1y. Thus it is possible that the 

hexagonal diamond crystalline l'ormed at: the lower temperatures arc too 

small or imperfect to survive during decqmpression at room temperature. 

Another possibility is that graphite ex isted as inclusions in the hexagonal 

diamond phase affects badly for the qucnchabilit y. Unl'ortunatcly, by the 

present observation, we could not decide what is the most impotant ractor for 

quenching the hexagonal diamond phase to the ambient condition. 

It should be desc ribed here that the heXagonal diamond phase in runs (a) 

and (b) were converted to graphite perrectly wl1en they we re recovered rrom 

the sample chamber. Thercrore, in th e present experim ent , the hexagonal 

diamond phase could not be recovered to ambient condition . The least 

amount of th e residual stress mi ght exist in the hi gh pressure ce ll even af'ler 



the applied thrust was unloaded completely. It is possible that hexagonal 

diamond in the sample chamber reverted to graphite on release or thi s stress. 

Bundy and Kasper reported that in order to reco ver th e hexagonal dia1nond 

phase to the ambient condition. the sample. should be heated to tc1nperaturc 

exceeding about 1000 °C, though their temperature mcnsurcmcnt was not so 

accurate. The maximum temperature achieved in the present study was 

890 °C because of the limitation or the apparatus. This may be the reason 

why the hexagona l diamond could not be recovered rrom the hi gh pressure 

cell. In order to quench the hexagonal diamond phase to ambient condition, 

rurther heating up to higher temperature might have been needed. 

Once the cubic diamond is formed under high pressure condition, it can 

be always quenched to 0.1 MPa. However: it is quite diiTicu l t to quench the 

hexagonal diamond phase. We consider· that one of the rea sons or the 

dirriculty in recovering the hexagonal diamond is that c-ax is i -; slightl y 

expanded clue to the repulsion between the carbon atoms which arc aligned 

along the c-axis and as a result it is less stable than th e cubic diamond at 

ambient condition. 

Recently, Yoshida and Thadhani [1991] reported an interesting shock 

experimental data. They used well crystallized graphite and tried to synthesize 

diamond by shock compression under various pressure and tem perature 

conditions. The phase transition occurred at the pressure range between 20 

and 35 GPa, and the amounts or the cubic diamond in the recovered sample 

did not depend on the pressure but strongly depended on the max imum 

temperature. According to the I lugoniot and sound velocity measurements, 

whole sample transrormcd to diamond completel y under high pressure. In 

the recov ered sample, however, large amount or graphite and s1nall ~1111ount 

or cubic diamond were contained, and hexagonal diamond was not observed 
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at all. Thi s re~ ult can be ex pl ained a~ rollows; By th e ~ hoc k co 1n prcss ion, 

martensiti c tran siti on rrom graphite to hexagonal diamond occu rred under 

high pressure. Bec au se ten1perat ure was also increased in I he reac t ion, some 

or the hex agonal diamond could transrorm to cubic di amond but 1nos t o r the 

sample remained hexagonal phase. On release o f the pressure, thi s hexagonal 

phase reverted to graphite by mart ensiti c tran sition. Someone 1ni ght claim 

that it is poss ible that onl y cubi c di amond was rormecl under hi gh pressure 

and the graphite phase in the recovered sample was deri ved by the graphiti zation 

or thi s cubic diamond by the res idual temperature arter release o r pressure. 

Y oshida et al. investi gated the cry ~ talline nature or recove red grapilit c sample 

and conrirmed that it was completely difTercnt rrom tile grapilitit.ati on products 

from cubic diamond. Thus thi s c laim should be rej ected. The result or thi s 

shock compre~s i on study is in good agreement w itil our stati c ili gh pressure 

ex peri men!. 

A s desc ribed above, in th e present study we conrirmed that by the 

adequate heating of the sa mple under high pressure. crit ieal press ure at 

which hexagonal diamond reverts to graphite can be lowered, and hexagonal 

diamond phase can be ~ urv ived almost to the ambient conditi on. ll owcver, 

unrortunately, we have not yet succeeded in reco vering the hex agonal diamond 

phase rrom hi gh pressure cilamber. Thus its phys ica l properti es still remains 

unclear. In order to c lariry the relation ship bet ween th e quenchahilit y and 

the grain sit.e of impurit y in the crystalline, furtil er studi es usin g elec tron 

microscope observation will be required. Moreover, tile synthes is or hexagonal 

di amond under furtil er hi gh pressure or high temperature conditi on by 6-S 

two stage system w ith sintered di amond anvil s should be tri ed. 
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Conclusion. 

The rollowing was clariried by the in situ X -r<IY dillraction stud y under 

high pressure and high temperature condition. 

I) The graphite to hexagonal diamond transrormation is accelerated by 

increasing temperature under high pressure. 

2) The required pressure to induce the hexagonal diamond transition is 

lowered by the increase or temperature. Reaction phase diagram or carbon 

has a great similarity to that or BN. 

3) By the heating or the hexagonal di~mond phase under hi gh p1·essure. 

conversion pressure rrom hexagonal diamqncl to graphite on rel ease or the 

pressure can be lowered, and when th e hexa'gonal diamond phase is heated to 

more than 850 oc under high pressure, it becomes quenchable almost to the 

ambient condition . 
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Appendix: Formation of cubic diamond from C
60 

by room 

temperature compression. 

Very recently, it was reported that when the football shaped C"''' which 

is a cage like carbon structure and is called fullerenes, was compressed 

uniaxially at room temperature, it transformed to cubic diamond at 

20±5 GPa and could be quenched to ambient condition [ Reguerio et al. 

1992]. On the other hand, under hydrostatic conditions Cw is known to be 

stable up to 20 GPa [Duclos et al. 1991]. though its compressibility is very 

large. This new discovery is in good agreement with our present results 

that hexagonal diamond is formed by room temperature compression of 

graphite. In this transformation also, transition starts at lower pressure 

when the sample is compressed uniaxially. 

Under the ambient condition, each football- like molecule in C"' rotates 

randomly. With increasing pressure, the distance between the each molecule 

becomes small, and it is expected that when the molecules approaches each 

other to a critical distance, the rotation is stopped by the atomic force 

between the neighboring molecules. Probably, at this state the relation or the 

atomic positions with those of neighboring molecules can be satisfied for the 

martensitic transformation to cubic diamond. Thus, when further compression 

is made up to a critical pressure, it can transform to the diamond. Since it 

transforms not to hexagonal diamond but to cubic diamond, it can be quenched 

to ambient condition. 

Taking into account of the experimental results on the carbon transition, 

it is considered that the polymorph of the carbon made up or mainly sp 2 

bonds can transform to sp3 structured carbon such as cubic diamond at high 

pressure and room temperature if the starting sample is well crystallized and 
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the carbon atoms in the crystalline are properly positioned for the martensiti c 

transformation . Rhombohedral struc tured graphite is one of the polymorph 

of the carbon which can exist at ambient condition. Thi s rhomboh edral 

graphite has the structure that the position of the carbon atoms in the basal 

plane is completely the same as the ordinal graphite and the stacking sequence 

of the basal plane is ABCABC. Consequently, by the same atomic movement 

required in the transition from ordinal graphite to hexagonal diamond, the 

rhombohedral graphite is expected to convert to cubic di amond under high 

pressure. (Actually, the conversion of rhombohedral BN to cubic BN has 

been confirmed recently [Ueno et al., 1991] .) Here, I predict that if well 

crystallized rhombohedral graphite is compressed up to about 25 GPa, it will 

transform to cubic diamond at room temperature, and can be quenched to 

ambient condition . 
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